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Emergency pressure switches for the SOS mode
Roation pressure switches for all the diffrent mode
Tailcap such as a normal flashlight without a
pressure switches
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The OSE MuniFlex® (Savannah® Headlamp Series) was designed for use in extreme conditions, the OSE MuniFlex® on behalf of a Marine
unit. The focus was a strong luminosity, annexation to a helmet, water tightness according to DIN, a durable housing and an emergency system
in the OSE MuniFlex®. All these properties are of course interesting and useful not only for the maritime sector. The result is a very modern and
functional headlight that can be seen. The Savannah is interesting not only for the military and police facilities; it is a high quality head lamp,
also for upscale outdoor and extreme sports of today. The OSE MuniFlex® is made ??of high quality aircraft aluminum and is waterproof to
IPX standard (minimum 2 m under water). Is operated with a battery type CR123A. The mode and the rescue system is one of the important
features of the OSE MuniFlex®.OSE MuniFlex® has three default values ??for dimming: “Mid” power: 100 lumens = “High” power: 200 lumens
= “Low” power: 20 lumens = “Off” Power: 0 = lumen “Operation is this. by a rotating magnetic circuit. this is a very simple control is ensured,
even if the user is in an extreme situation and thus must act under stress. on the same side of the light, where the rotating magnetic circuit is
located, is also the emergency pressure switch for the rescue system is turned on which is independent of the mode. This then ensures that an
SOS is sent over the air. The pressure switch is red, so it can be found also by third parties or team members, when the carrier of the light
should no longer be accessible.This was an explicit request from the Marine range. the SOS signal is output with an output of 200 lumens........
Specifications:
- Material: manufactured with aerospace class aluminum alloy
- Size: 87mm(L) x 23.5mm (D)
- Weight: 55 gramm (excluding the battery)
Bulb: Cree XPG-R5 LED. Life span up to 50000 hours
- Seals: Waterproof to IPX-8 standard

- Modes: Three standard levels for dimming “Mid “output: = 100LM” ,
High “output: = 200 LM” , Low “output: = 20 LM”, Off “output: = 0 LM”
SOS Mode: High “output: = 200 LM”
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 1 x CR123A battery
- Lens: Toughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-scratch coating
- Color: Black
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